OUR MISSION

Arts Horizons, a leading arts education organization in the tristate area, is committed to enhancing the lives of people of all ages and abilities by creating equitable opportunities to engage in the arts.

THIRTY SEVEN

Years of transforming lives by keeping the arts relevant and important in schools, hospitals, libraries, senior centers and across the community.

We serve 132,000 students, teacher, artists, families and seniors through 4,720 arts events across the state of New Jersey, all of New York City and the surrounding NY counties.

“At the Artist/Teacher Institute, all workshops encourage student participation, art making, and one-on-one critique, as well as innovative ideas to inspire the creative process. I will apply the same to my teaching so students have choices of subject matter, share their art discoveries, as well as their progress and goals.”

Elementary School Teacher, Newark

Our Professional Development workshops and Artist/Teacher Institute (aTi), a partnership with New Jersey State Council on the Arts, empowered 3,500 Teachers and Artists to become confident educators using arts-infused teaching to improve student achievement. Collectively, they will impact nearly 100,000 students in ONE YEAR.
LEROY NEIMAN ART CENTER

Established through a generous gift from renowned painter LeRoy Neiman, and with ongoing support of the LeRoy Neiman Foundation, the Center provides youth and the community with creative classes and exposure to art. An integral cultural resource in the Harlem community, the Center is proud to host a 20 foot wall dedicated exclusively to the art of Leroy Neiman.

- INSPIRATION -
- INNOVATION -
- INTEGRATION -

- **Live interactive performances** in schools increase multicultural awareness, address current issues like bullying and teach through the arts
- **Artist-in-Residence** workshops bring artists into hundreds of classrooms with sequential hands on activities that encourage creativity and are linked to curriculum
- **After School** programs provide a safe haven for youth, and use activities based on arts therapy models to encourage exploration of important issues such as violence and risky behavior
- **Special Education** programs reach students with medical, orthopedic or psychiatric issues in schools, hospitals and juvenile facilities, engaging them in learning while encouraging them to have fun
- **Artist/Teacher Institute (aTi)** inspires, motivates and trains teachers and artists to enhance their teaching practice in the classroom
- **Creative Spirits** engages older adults through participatory arts programs with professional teaching artists, enhancing socialization, increasing self-esteem and reducing depression and anxiety

2,000 YOUTH AND ADULTS SERVED THROUGH 400 ARTS ACTIVITIES
We celebrate the contributions of our many supporters and recognize publicly the impact you have on our work, now and in the future.
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